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MASTERING THE DYNAMICS OF INNOVATION

FASTER THAN I CAN WRITE ... IT PILES AN AWFUL
STACK OF WORDS ON A PAGE.!

MR. CLEMENS'S NEW MACHINE
The machine Clemens purchased was a Remington No.1, the
first ever offered to the general public. The large, cumbersome
device came mounted on its own platform, enclosed in ajapanned
black metal case, with a keyboard and a roll of paper on top. It
could print only uppercase letters and had no tabs. Still, many
today would recognize this first commercial typewriter for what it
was.
The Remington machine was actually a synthesis of many
existing technologies and mechanical elements in widespread use
at the time. Clockwork suggested the idea of the escapement-i. e.,
moving the carriage one letter at a time. The keys and their connecting arms were adaptations of the telegraph key. A sewing
machine pedal returned the carriage, and the piano suggested a
model for the free-swinging arms and hammers that struck the letter to the paper. 2 It was noisy, in the words of its inventor going
"thump, thump at every letter" and "back with a crash sufficient
to wake the dead."
This chapter considers the case of the typewriter as an assembled product innovation. Here we will see how an innovation often
draws from existing technologies and models for its application but
uses these elements creatively in combination with new ones to
form a uniquely different product. We will see how the characteristics of the innovation are molded by forces of competition, invention, and customer use until they crystaIlize into a product with a
certain standardized form, set of features , and technical capability.
Most important, we will extend the case of the manual typewriter
to its successor forms-the electric typewriter, the dedicated
word processor, and the personal computer-each of which
appeared as a new wave of technological innovation washing
through the industry with tremendous effects on the nature of competition.
The Remington No.1 typewriter purchased by Samuel Clemens was based on the invention of a former Milwaukee newspaper editor named Christopher Latham Sholes. Like most other
inventions, Sholes's was part of a stream of inventions. As early
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as 1714, an English engineer named Henry Miller had obtained a
patent for a "writing engine," of which all descriptions are now
lost. In the United States, William Burt of Mt. Vernon, Michigan
patented a crude "typographer," which apparently interested
almost no one. The government official who gave Burt his patent
document wrote it out in longhand, of course, attesting to the need
for some kind of mechanical writing device, but Burt's contraption
did not fit the bilI. A good writer with a pen could not do more than
30 words per minute-the official speed record in 1853. This, and
the fact that telegraphers and shorthand stenographers of the time
could now take down information at speeds of up to 130 words per
minute, created the imperative for an effective fast writing
machine. Dozens of prototypes appeare~ and received patents
between the time of Burt and the Sholes inventions, but none were
put into commercial use. 3
Sholes had first developed a machine using narrow wooden
keys that connected to the type hammers by means of wires. An
Jnk-saturated ribbon passed beneath .. He made improvements
using telegntph-like keys that dispensed with the wires of the older
model, and he received patents in July 1868. 4 Sensing the need for
partner with the money and the moxie to take his invention into
il!~~t; ,~j;cc:es:,ful commercial development, Sholes in 1869 took on as
a burly, swaggering, salesman character named James
,i,:lJl1n:,m()re. Dunsmore did not have two nickels to rub together, but
plenty of grit and saw in the typing machine a chance to
'M.q.~".." fortune. First, however, he wanted Sholes to improve the
device, and be impose'd on the inventor for a succession of
~O models-each reflecting some minor improvementhe had the machine he wanted. At that point, Dunsmore
,~p;IlI)proalching manufacturers.
i,il'lIH:r an unsuccessful attempt to sell exclusive manufacturing
•. Western Union Company for a reported $50,000, Dunsassociate approached Mr. Philo Remington, president
Company. With the boom times of the Civil War
~0At,1<,errllnlgton had been trying to diversify into other areas,
yP{ltlleu had gone into farm machinery, sewing machines,
~a''''H fire engines, and cotton gins-generally with dis as5 The idea of the typewriter appealed to Philo Remassociates; their plant in Ilion, New York was underthey wanted to expand their line of consumer
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products. In 1873, Remington agreed to be exclusive manufacturer
of the Sholes typewriter and dedicated two top mechanics to the
problem of perfecting the machine for production in a section of its
Ilion plant. 6
THE NEW MACHINE MEETS THE PUBLIC
By July 1874, the first production models, including the one
purchased by Samuel Clemens, were in stores across the country.
They had some unusual operating characteristics. The keys of the
No.1 struck the paper inside the machine, making it impossible
for the operator to see his or her work until the first four rows were
typed, at which time the paper began emerging from the machine.
And, of course, no one knew how to type.
The fact that it had only uppercase letters did not endear the
No.1 to users or readers, which is made clear in many letters of
the time. The uppercase script led some early readers to believe that
the letters sent to them were in fact printed handbills-that is, junk
mail-which they tossed out without reading. Still others, like this
Texas banker, took offense at the first typewritten correspondence:
I realize, Mr. John, that I do not possess the education which you
have. However, until your last letter I have always been able to
read the writing. I do not think it necessary to have your letters to
me taken to a printer and set up like a handbill. I will be able to
read your writing and am deeply chagrined to think you thought
such a course necessary. 7

Even Clemens, who was committed to making a go of the new
writing machine, grew frustrated with it. "I DONT KNOW
WHETHER I AM OGING TO MAKE THIS TYPE-WRITING
MACHINE GO OR NTO," he wrote to his Cambridge 1;tp'r<lr'u
friend, W.D. Howells, after a short time with the new machine.
months later he shipped the beast to Howells, preceding it with
note that warned, "You just wait a couple of weeks & if you
see the Type-Writer come tilting along toward Cambridge with
raging hell of an unsatisfied appetite in its eye, I lose my guess
The typewriter did arrive, and Howells kept it, returning at
two witty letters to Clemens in payment, both at the expense
the Remington device: "I have begun several letters to My
lemans, as it prefers to spell your respected name ... It's
nating, in the meantime, and wastes my time like an old
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After a few years with the typewriter, Howells could tell Clemens
that "The wretch who sold you that typewriter has not yet come
to a cruel death. "8
How the Typewriter Keyboard Got that Way
The development of the QWERTY, or Universal, keyboard is subject to some debate. Both Sholes and Dunsmore
had experience as printers. Thus, according to one explanation, they were familiar with the type case, the sectioned
box in which the printer's pieces of type were arranged.
Because letters such as A, E, and I were used more often
than others, the type case was arranged not alphabetically,
but in a way that made picking out the most frequently used
letters more convenient. The typewriter inventors supposedly used this principle as they experimented with various
keyboard layouts. One problem they encountered was the
jamming together of type bars as an operator's speed
increased. Sholes and Dunsmore found that they could minimize this problem by altering the arrangement of the keys so
that letters frequently struck in close succession would converge from opposite sides of the machine.
Historian Bruce Bliven disputes the type case story.
According to Bliven's sources, Sholes originally laid out the
. keyboard alphabetically (the FGH and JKL sequences are
relics). As Sholes struggled through many model
<,,""""5""', he reportedly made modifications to keep the keys
;W..n,..... jamming up. According to Bliven, the machine offered
.L'\."llll.U~I,Ull for manufacture in 1873 bore this keyboard
j;irnmge:melt1t: I
"', .. " n

78 9 - ,

~he'ver

story was accurate, the inventors were aware
Vt)llard standardization would be important to sue-
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cessful adoption of the new machine. Typing a letter to his
stepson on a new keyboard arrangement that he and Sholes
had just concocted, Dunsmore complained, "I had to
unlearn as well as learn" the new arrangement. This concern
has made the modern QWERTY keyboard, named after the
order of the top left-hand row of letters, a standard (except
in France), despite subsequent attempts to improve typing
efficiency through keyboard redesign. 2 Paul David, who has
considered the effect of the keyboard arrangement on competing alternatives offers these comments:
Under competitive conditions, and in the absence of public
policy interventions, the existence of significant increasing
returns to scale, or analogous positive feedback mechanisms
such as "learning by doing," and by "using," can give the
result that one particular formulation of a network technology-VCRs, or QWERTY-formatted keyboard-will be able
to drive out other variants and so emerge as the de facto
standard for the industry. By no means need the commercial
victor in this kind of systems rivalry be more efficient than
the available alternatives. 3

Paul David and others have pointed to the persistence of
the QWERTY keyboard as an example of how high "switching costs" from one design standard to another make it possible for less efficient artifacts-like the original Sholes key
layout-to persist, even though more efficient alternatives
exist. They point out that technological changes in typing
(with respect both to the change from type bars to type balls
and daisy wheels on modern typewriters and to the digital
underpinnings of computer-based typing) have virtually eliminated the problem of jamming keys. The Dvorak keyboard,
introduced by August Dvorak in 1936 as a more ergonomically efficient system that balanced the frequently used letters between the two hands and loaded the strong fingers
more heavily, is often pointed to as.the better system that
. high switching costs have effectively kept off the market.
The fact that so many individuals and business establishments have an investment in QWERTY skills and equipment, the reasoning goes, has prevented adoption of the
Dvorak keyboard. This same switch-cost issue is important
in other fields where product innovations are rapid. 4
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The latest salvo in the continuing argument about
QWERTY versus Dvorak keyboards and the power of design
standards comes from S.J. Liebowitz and Stephen E. Margolis, who challenge the entire notion of the superiority of
the Dvorak design. According to these scholars, the assumption of the Dvorak superiority has never been established by
scientific tests. To Liebowitz and Margolis, the persistence
of the QWERTY design is not an indication of market failure
due to an entrenched product standard, but an indication
that the Dvorak design failed to prove its superior value in
an open marketplace. 5 They point to the high variety of
typewriter designs in the early days of the industry, the
many typing 'contests that pitted the performance of one
design against another, and the economic incentives for
modern corporations to invest in switching to improve typing systems as an indication of the inherent fitness of the
QWERTY design and an· explanation for its persistance over
time.
Notes
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1. Bruce Bliven, The Wonderful Writing Machine (New York: Random
House, 1954), p. 143.
2. Richard Nelson Current, The Typewriter: And the Men Who Made It
(Champaign, Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 1954), pp. 55-58.
3. Paul A. David, "Heroes, Herds and Hysteresis in Technological History," Industrial and COIporate Change, vol. 1, no. 1 (1992), p. 139.
4. See Paul A. David, "Clio and the Economics of QWERTY," American
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Blackwell, 1986).
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i',>SlaIes of the No. 1 were slow. Impeded by its high price and
Pe1rfOl'm,mce, Remington managed to sell only 400 during the
m(mtlhs. But the company. made improvements in both the
"L'UIU its manufacturing process, and by 1877 it had sold
machine,s. In 1878, the company introduced a new machine,
. with the now-familiar double typeface and shift keys,
writing possible. This machine did much better,

I
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selling 100,000 units during its lifetime. 9 Remington catalogs
described the wonders of its new machine in glowing terms-" A
Machine To Supersede the Pen," they proclaimed. And "Persons
traveling by sea can write with it when pen writing is impossible. "10
The typewriter was on its way, and over the course of the next
30 years it would create a totally new industry with many competitors offering a variety of innovative products. Old methods of
writing in newsrooms, offices, and homes gave way to typewriting.
It was helped along by the expansion of business enterprise in general and the growing requirements for written documents, reports,
and records. Even the rudimentary Remington No.1 could produce up to 75 words per minute in the hands of an expert typist. 11
The literary community caught the spirit; Samuel Clemens delivered the first typewritten manuscript-Life on the Mississippi-to
his publisher, and others followed suit.
THE NEW PERSON IN THE OFFICE

The typewriter was soon a ubiquitous fixture of the workplace. As early as 1887 it would be said that "its monotonous click
can be heard in almost every well-regulated business establishment
in the country." 12 It would make broad ripples of change in the
social environment of the office, creating, fiS JoAnne Yates has
documented, "a whole new class of clerical workers"-largely
female-to handle the production of written documents.B U.S.
Bureau of the Census figures on occupations, begun in 1890 and
cited by Yates, tell the story of the expanded role of typewriting in
the American economy (Table 1-1).
A major consequence of this development was the opening of
the office workplace to women. Women had shared the work of
men on America's farms for hundreds of years, and their daughters

TABLE

1-1.

Typists and Stenographers in the United States
1890
1900
1910
1920

33,000
134,000*
387,000
786,000

*Starting in 1900, this occupational category included secretaries.
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left those farms for work in the textile mills of New England in the
mid-nineteenth century. But the office had always been a male bastion of managers who ruled and male clerks who were ruled over,
hoping to be managers one day. The demand for typists changed
that situation permanently; men still ruled the bastion, but women
were now let in. Typewriters did for the office what automated
equipment did for the mill-it separated thinking from doing. Now
the manager could do all the thinking, and the typist could manually transcribe those thoughts into documents. By 1890, 64 percent of all typists were women; by 1920, the percentage had risen
to 92. 14
The aptitude of women for the new occupation of typist was
hotly debated, even in the presuffrage era of the 1880s and 1890s.
"Women," it was claimed in their favor, "are superior to men, their
greater quickness of perception and motion giving them obvious
advantages," while men were decried as "more frequently absent
because of their vices. "15
Natural abilities aside, pay levels probably had much more to
do with the recruitment of women for the boom in typing jobs.
Then, as now, women were usually paid less for the same workperhaps by 25 percent in those times. But at $15 per week in 1886,
the typist's pay was far better than what could be had in the factory
or the retail shop, and the working environment was said to be
much better.
NEW COMPETITORS AND INNOVATIONS

The commercial possibilities of the typewriter were not lost
potential competitors, and before long a number had entered
«.l.;;~l~~
with machines of many designs. The first of these was the
~,w,.'-''',llOlalJU, a cheap version of the Sholes machines offered by
former sales agent of Remington. Dunsmore had a financial
'1ir~tel'est in this operation as well. In 1881, the Caligraph No.2 came
·j·rl"tn the market with upper- and lowercase functions; but unlike
"~~"''!llllJlo''UU, the Caligraph did not use a shift key-it had two
Qlir'ely separate keyboards. In 1885, the Crandell, the Hammond,
Hall machines appeared-each based on a uniquely differ!tdl~si~~n for striking, type to paper. 16
886, Scientific American estimated that 50,000 typewritmakes had been produced; and by 1888, Remington Stantlvoew'fi
Companyl7 was turning out some 1,500 machines
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each month. Its Ilion plant had adopted mass-production techniques to reach this level. Specialized departments performed the
die-casting, tempering, forging, annealing, plating, and assembly
operations. Specialized equipment was developed and brought on
line, and skilled workers assembled each machine individually.
Remington knew that it had the best-made and most functional machine and was aggressive in letting the public know about
it. In 1888, the company's sales agency put up a "$1,000 Challenge" to Caligraph and the handful of other competitors, proposing a public contest with impartial referees to determine which
machine was the fastest. Caligraph did not shrink from this challenge but sent its typing champion with the double-keyboard
i
machme to take on Remington in a highly publicized event in Cincinnati in July 1888. Caligraph was soundly thrashed.
If Remington's public victory confirmed its position as top dog
in the typewriting world, it did nothing to stop a torrent of new
competitors from entering the field, particularly as Sholes's patents
began to expire. Between 1885 and 1890, the number of firms doubled to ten. A community of some 20 supplier firms grew up in their
shadow, and collectively, in 1890, they employed some 1,800 people and produced $3.6 million in finished goods sales .18 But the real
threat to Remington's dominance was a yet-unhatched innovation
by Franz X. Wagner. Wagner had designed the Caligraph machine
for Yost, and now he and his brother had a new design with an
important new feature: visible type. The Wagner design had the
type arms swing out and strike the paper front and center, where
the operator could observe any mistake and correct it immediately.
John T. Underwood and his father, who were in the ribbon and
carbon business, saw the virtue of this innovation. They bought
the design from Wagner and put the new machine into production
in 1895.
The Underwood No.1 was an immediate success, and was
followed in short order by several models that refined its basic
design, the most important of which was the Model 5 (1899). The
Model 5 had the look and feel of the modern manual typewriter
that anyone today who has ever used such a device (a vanishing
breed) would quickly recognize and feel comfortable with; it had
visible type, a light touch, a tab function, quiet operation, and a
design that made corrections easy. Its placement of the type barslike its predecessor models-represented a successful departure
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from the 'design of competing machines. So successful was this
machine that Underwood immediately shifted production to a
larger factory in Hartford to meet the skyrocketing demand. With
its market leadership decimated by the new challenger, Remington
rushed out its Monarch model in 1901; L.C. Smith & Brothersanother big producer-followed with its No.8 (1908). From photographs, it is clear that these competitors were look-alikes of the
design pioneered by Underwood. 19 Imitation, however, did nothing
to shore up their sales, and by 1920 Underwood had a lock on the
business, selling as many machines as all of its rivals combined. 20
The Royal Company (1904), was perhaps the last of the new
entrants to gain any real standing, but this did not prevent other
startups from joining the fray. Some 89 manufacturers had tried
their luck in the American market by 1909, but almost all were
marginal operations, and many came and went quickly. Underwood, Remington, Royal, and L.C. Smith & Brothers (later
merged with Corona) were to dominate the American market until
the next chapter was opened. With everyone settled on the design
and features of the typewriter, the pace of product innovation
slowed dramatically, and the big producers concentrated on manufacturing and costs.
THE ELECTRIC AGE
1933, one of the fringe players in the industry-Electrostatic
'vnf'W'ritf'N, Inc.-was purchased by International Business
."n""lllll<;~ (IBM). Both Remington and Underwood had passed up
',.,"" opportunity to buy it; both had disappointing experiences with
.)~lectri(;s as early as 1925. Electric-powered typewriters had been
~;al'blmd since 1906 but had never made a dent in the market-home
';;9~·othcle. The 1930s were not good years for the industry anyway.
Depression decimated economic growth, and with it
~p(mditUlres for office equipment. Of the four leaders, only Royal
n"""ve growth rate, and its was anemic. Firms were leaving
l:g,lJlusi.ne~,s at a high rate.
was not in the typewriter business, but it did make
~r(j.-accolJllting and tabulating machines and thought it might
some useful keypunch technology from the Electrostatic
21
',"1l1VU.
There is little information about the early IBM e1ecm~CJllln.es, except that the War Department gave the company
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a great many orders during the war, while requiring its principal
competitors to forego typewriter production altogether in favor of
military production. This gave IBM years of design and manufacturing experience that put it well down the learning curve. In the
postwar economic boom, demand for the IBM electrics was poised
to intensify.22
Electrics did not represent a radical innovation so much as a
mixing of two well-understood technologies to provide better performance: more uniform print, better-quality copies, and less physical stress on the typist over long periods. But the business market
was not yet convinced. Perhaps secretaries found these early electrics too crude and too noisy; perhaps they did not find their virtues overwhelming. For whatever reason, electrics were slow to
catch on; but once they did, they rapidly displaced manual office
typewriters (Figure 1-1).
In terms of total machine sales, both office arid nonoffice, a
similar picture prevailed. In 1950, electrics had only 10 percent of
the total office/nonoffice market, but by 1965 they were capturing
50 percent of all sales. By 1970, only 24 percent of total machine
sales went to manuals, mostly for the home market.

FIGURE

1-1.

Electrics as a Percentage of Office Typewriter Sales,

1948-1967
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By 1967, IBM controlled 60 percent of the electric market and
74 percent of the high-end, full-featured electric market. SCM,
Royal, and Olivetti-Underwood each had about 10 percent. Remington was barely on the map. The stage was now set for an invasion of the office market by another wave of innovation, this time
something so radical that Sholes, Dunsmore, Wagner, and other
pioneers of the typewriter business would have had trouble understanding it, but which Mr. Samuel Clemens would surely want to
get his hands on.
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THE SMARTER MACHINES
At the time that the business community was excitedly buying
Underwood's Model 5, there were about 5 million office workers
in America-about 20 percent of the working population. Today,
more than 55 million are white-collar workers-clerical and professional-and they represent about half of all employed people in the
United States. 23 By all accounts they are not the most productive
workers, and no one has been able to measure any appreciable rate
of productivity increase over many years. Thus, with half of the
working population in a state of productive lethargy, and some
four-fifths of office costs going for labor, any technologies that suggested improvements in white-collar productivity were welcomed.
The office-machines industry was ripe for radical change, but
when change first appeared it was as an adaptation of a new technology to an old form. The IBM Magnetic Tape Selectric, introdw;ed in 1964, combined electric typewriter technology with digital
computing technology to make text editing possible for the first
time. By the early 1970s, stand-alone "word processors" with
for true text editing began to appear and replace standard
>"<"'-" typewriters.24 A group of new companies, some from unre\U.<"""U industries, read the tea leaves and determined that what the
'~bffice of the future" needed was an integrated system of dedicated
processors-that is, smart typewriters with CRTs, microOC()ss()r systems, and text-processing software-that would
'n"/~lT" productivity. Wang, Xerox, Exxon, ITT, AT&T, Olivetti,
and others (as many as 55 by one count2 5) developed elabo~t.c allU expensive systems that intended to do for text processing
lHdHp'WlT Ford had done for auto assembiy. Exxon alone, in its
1)tc)divelrsif'v from the oil business, spent an estimated $2 billion
office equipment division, developing such fanciful products

,
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~kVydec word pr~cessor~, Qwip fa~ machines, and Qyx electronic

typewriters. All sIgns pomted to bIg success, and by 1975, some
200 000 word-processing devices had been installed. By 1986, over
4 million word processors had been sold in the United States alone.
. But the electronic office proved not to be the factory of the
future. The millions spent on word processors could not be shown
to generate any productivity improvements, except in law offices
and other establishments where boilerplate documents were.heavily used. Secretaries dreaded the prospect of being corralled into
word-processing "centers" like so many assembly-line drudges;
managers sensed they would be lost without their secretaries; and
companies that organized word-processing pools faced heavy reorganizing efforts and costs. Office workers wanted something else,
and when they found it, the word-processor firms took big losses.
Wang went belly up. Exxon retreated to the oil patch after selling
its product line to Lanier for pennies on the dollar. ITT and AT&T
pulled back. The "something else" that office workers wanted was
the personal computer.
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THE NEXT WAVE OF INNOVATION

Like the innovation of the typewriter a century earlier, the
personal computer was destined to draw from many existing technologies of the time, came in a variety of designs offered by many
competing firms, and ultimately crystallized around a fairly uniform set of product features and specifications. And, like the
Sholes/Remington typewriter, it was an innovation destined to
both create a major industry and affect the way people did their
work. Further, the personal computer represented a wave of technological innovation that swept through the same market occupied
by the typewriter and the dedicated word processor. These pattern
similarities support the earlier contention that the study of older
innovations is not just a form of academic recreation, but a way to
enrich our understanding of developments taking place today.
Development of the PC Industry
The first device that deserved the name "personal computer" was
the Altair 8800, designed by a small electronic kit maker in Albuquerque (MITS) , and offered to the public for $395. How this
machine was invented and the early history of the personal com-
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puter industry are engagingly told in Fire In the Valley 26 and other
books. The Altair 8800 was an instant hit among electronic gadgeteers and the new breed of digital enthusiasts; by 1977, there were
at least 30 firms making personal computers, including Apple,
Commodore, Tandy (Radio Shack), and HeathkitY That year, the
Apple II was introduced-a 16K RAM machine that sold for $1 ,195
without a monitor. Its skyrocketing sales were encouraged by the
development of the spreadsheet and word-processing software that
would eventually create a business market for it and other
machines. By 1981, an estimated half-million personal computers
had found their ways to the business market. 28 A comparable number were being used by students, scientists, and hobbyists. Inter,estingly, the first Apple II computers produced many of the same
annoying features that afflicted the original typewriter. They would
create only capital letters; there was no tabulation feature or number pad; the format seen on the screen was not necessarily the
format that would be printed out (the "what you see is what you
get" of the personal computer appeared in the market only with
the introduction of the Macintosh).
The landmark event for the personal computer was the August
1981 introduction of the IBM PC. For a list price of about $3,000,
IBM offered a conservatively designed desktop computer based on
the Intel 8088 microprocessor. In the judgment of most experts,
the IBM PC was no technological breakthrough, but that fact did
stop it from quickly grabbing 30 percent of the bu'siness market.
the last three months of 1981 alone, IBM shipped 13,000 of its
machines; over the next two full years 40 times that number
;,,)'1011Id be sold. 29 Despite its technical shortcomings, IBM's
legitimized the personal computer industry. As Stan
t\'llgarte:n observes in his history of computers, " ... the PC has
a stabilizing influence on the youthful personal computer
lOUlSUY providing a focal point for manufacturers and customers
"30 IBM's use of an open architecture and policy of making
oel~atlml! system information available to the public created a cenprO,vltv for applications software developers. The fact that it
islJuilt largely from nonproprietary components opened the door
imitators who created "IBM compatible" machines and
Before long, the vast majority of personal computer
rs,"welre operating equipment that shared the same operating
E~(Jtenlsti(;s as the dominant IBM PC.
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Personal computers-of all makes and models-very quickly
assumed a form that was recognizable and accepted by consumers.
This consisted of a monitor, a standard QWERTY keyboard, an
underlying operating system, a processing unit, a disk drive (and
eventually an internal hard drive), and a bus-architecture of one or
another type. 3l Each of these forms affected the way the user fed
data into the machine and how data in the machine was made available to the user. What happened inside the machine-once the user
made his keystrokes, or popped her disk into the machine's drivewas a function of microprocessors and software.
Apple Computers remained the sole major holdout from the
IBM-driven movement. Apple, too, offered the standard outward
features of monitor, keyboard, disk drive, operating system, processing unit, and bus, but its steadfastness in maintaining a closed
architecture, proprietary operating system and bus, and reliance on
Motorola microprocessors isolated Apple from the larger universe
of DOS-based, Intel chip machine users. Despite the greater elegance of the Apple Macintosh machine, the company's share of
market in 1993 remained stuck at 13 percent. At the same time,
intense price competition within the entire industry cut deeply into
its profit margins.
The Brains and the Box
For the typical user, the internal interaction of microprocessors
and software was largely transparent and of little concern; what
went in and what came out were tlIe things that interested the user.
But microprocessors and software very quickly established themselves as the technological soul of the machine, its unique identity,
and the source of major improvements in the personal computer
industry. In contrast, the business of designing and assembling the
machines took on all the characteristics of a commodity businesslike television sets and other electronic appliances-commanding
lower margins and lower stock valuations. Remarkably, in 1993,
the total combined market value of Intel and Microsoft-the two
leading vendors of microprocessors and software, respectivelyexceeded the market value of the IBM corporation. The suppliers
had become more valuable than their customer. They were supplying the brains; IBM and manufacturers of IBM-compatible
machines were supplying the boxes the brains were sold in.
Clearly, the brains were more highly valued.
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Growth of the Personal Computer Industry
The versatility of the personal computer allowed clerical workers
and professionals to write and edit text, run spreadsheets, and create graphics-all the things that their typewriters could not do and
that the old word processors had failed to accommodate. By 1987,
personal computers-of all manufacturers-were outselling word
processors by 4.5 times.32 Unit sales to business in 1991 were projected to reach 20 million. But the growth in sales only led to a
great industry shakeout. In 1983, a year in which the market grew
by 50 percent, many important competitors exited the industry.
Commodore, Atari, and Texas Instruments experienced serious
business problems; Timex-Sinclair, Osborne, Coleco, and MatteI
vanished from the industry. In 1984, 62 percent of total personal
computer sales to business firms went to IBM (49) and Apple (13)
alone. 33 T. Modis and A. Debecker point to 1982-1983 as the peak,
in terms of numbers of different models and new companies entering the personal computer industry. They cite 125 distinguishable
new PCs per year introduced by almost 18 new companies per
year. Within five years those rates dropped to 82 new models for
14 companies. 34
Today, more and more office workers are having personal
computers put on their desks at great expense to their employers.
It is not at all clear if these are improving the workers' productivity; indeed, many believe that they have simply created more and
needless revisions of text and have wasted time on out-of-the-blue
spreadsheet forecasts. The one thing that is clear is that employees
want them, just as secretaries wanted electric typewriters through
the 1960s.
A BACKWARD GLANCE

As a means of putting words on paper, the new computer
technology represented a great advance over the crude mechanical
instrument that Samuel Clemens and his pal Petroleum Nasby
encountered that summer day in 1874. A safe bet is that it in turn
will be displaced by something better in the future, as likely as not
developed and manufactured by some entity unknown to us today.
The story of the typewriter was not recounted here simply as
tale; rather, the invention of the device, its transformation
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over. time, and the rise and fall of its various manufacturers underscores many of the themes to be developed in detail in this book.
Looking back at this business of printed documents, we can see a
number of distinct developments:
• New innovations from old capabilities. The Sholes typewriter
was a synthesis of a number of existing mechanical technologies.
Joined together, they created something new. The early electrics
likewise joined together familiar components (small electric motors
and manual typewriters) to create a new machine. Even the very
radical leap to personal computer technology carried with it the old
and the familiar: the QWERTY keyboard, typing conventions, and
so forth. Although not mentioned here, the personal computer
itself was builtfrom available components created by other sectors
of the electronics industry: television monitors, printed-circuit
boards, memory chips, semiconductors, and the like.
• Dominant design. After an initial period of intensive churning
of product innovations-different modes of striking the paper (type
bar, type wheel, type sleeve), hidden and visible types, dual keyboards versus single boards with shift keys, and so forth-a dotuinant design emerged in the manual typewriter industry. At that
point, experimentation with the fundamental systems of the
machine tapered off. Manufacturers and customers had a clear idea
in their minds as to what a typewriter should be and how it· should
operate. No substantial innovation took place until 25 years later,
when electric machines began to attract interest. A similar phenomenon is seen in the personal computer industry, in which a tremendous amount of product variety was very quickly crystallized
by the emergence of the IBM PC, whose great success enforced a
good deal of design and operating uniformity.
• A shifting ecology of firms. From the days when only Remington and two or three other firms were in the market, there was
an explosion of competing firms followed by an implosion later. We .
will see in the next chapter that the rapid exit of firms from a young
industry is closely related to the emergence of a dominant design.
In this case, the emergence of the IBM PC was followed shortly
by the exit of many previously important competitors.
• Waves of technological change. One hundred and twenty-five
years of innovation in typewriters, word processors, and personal
computers had one fundamental objective: to put words on paper
neatly and efficiently. Over that period we have witnessed the shift
from handwriting to manually operated machines, a dramatic shift
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to electric machines, and the introduction of a radically different
technology-digital technology. Each change reflects the fundamental objective, but each represents a different way of achieving
it. Each is based on a different technology, which requires in turn
a different set of skills on the part of producer firms.
• Changing leadership at breakpoints in technology. Remington's monopoly crumbled rapidly with the innovation of visible
typing. Underwood, a newcomer, took the lead and held it for the
next three decades. When the electric machine came in, a virtual
outsider (IBM) rode it to the top while tra,ditional leaders stuck
with the old technology and fell on hard times. The leap to digital
technology brought in other unknown firms, particularly when
word processors were r!ding high. The regaining of leadership by
IBM's personal computer is unusual in this respect, as this firm was
a dominant force in both the electric typewriter and PC waves of
innovation. Some might argue that IBM was merely the packager
or distributor of the truly important innovations underlying the PC
industry-software and microprocessors. Here leadership rested in
Microsoft, designer of the ubiquitous DOS operating system, and
Intel, whose chips were the heart and soul of the machine. Recent
developments, particularly the rising fortunes of these two firms
and the declining fortunes of IBM, seem to support this argument.
• The invasion of an alien technology. Electric typewriters have
almost totally displaced manual machines in the workplace, and
one might speculate that the same has happened in the home market. The appearance of personal computers in the 1970s represents
an invasion by a truly alien technology, and all of its purveyorshardware, software, printer manufacturers, and so forth-have
come from outside the original manual typewriter tradition; only
IBM had any position in electrics. As we will see in later chapters,
looking for industry-shattering innovation among the current players in an industry might be misdirected effort; most of the important innovations occur in unexpected places, and when they do,
the current leaders often react in inappropriate ways and lose their
dominant positions in the industry.
There is much to be learned by looking backward through
time at industries that have run their full course of birth, growth,
maturity, and decline, as we have done here with the typewriter
industry. Subsequent chapters continue this method, in each case
choosing industries that are familiar and, not so complex that they
will lose the reader in a thicket of technical details. These case
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studies are intended to be entertaining as well as enlightening.
Looking at a number of innovation-driven industries helps us see
common patterns from which a general model can be constructed.
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